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This paper presents a basi alternative to phrase stru ture grammar, alled left-asso iative
grammar. While phrase stru ture grammars (PSG) are based on the prin iple of possible
substitutions, left-asso iative grammar (LAG) is based on possible ontinuations.
In other words, LAG omputes language input by always ombining a senten e start with
a next word into a new senten e start. This pro edure ontinues until there is either no more
next word in the input (end of senten e) or the urrent next word is not ompatible with the
urrent senten e start (ungrammati al ontinuation). If a next word an be ombined with a
senten e start in more than one way (synta ti ambiguity) or if a next word has more than
one reading (lexi al ambiguity), the resulting derivation paths are pursued in parallel.
The original motivation for developing LAG was to model the time-linear stru ture of natural language. It turned out, however, that the prin iple of omputing possible ontinuations
resulted in a language and omplexity hierar hy whi h is orthogonal to that of PSG.
Of the PSG language lasses, i.e. regular, ontext-free, ontext-sensitive, and re ursively
enumerable, only the regular and ontext-free are omputationally tra table. However,
It is no se ret that ontext-free grammars are only a rst order approximation to the
various me hanisms used for spe ifying the syntax of modern programming languages.1
S. Ginsberg 1980, p.7

Most attempts to arrive at new language lasses have onsisted in onservative extensions,
however, whi h follow ontext-free PSG too losely. Based on adding ertain me hanisms,
they result in additional language lasses whi h t right into the subset relations of the PShierar hy. For example, the ontext-free languages form a proper subset of the tree adjoining
languages (TALs),2 whi h form a proper subset of the index languages,3 whi h in turn form
a proper subset of the ontext-sensitive languages.
That the language lasses of PSG are not really natural is shown by formal languages ak bk ,
whi h is ontext-free, and ak bk k ,whi h is ontext-sensitive (and thus in a lass of exponential
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omplexity). Similarly, WWR is ontext-free, while WW is ontext-sensitive. This omes
from the fa t that the ontext-free languages are limited to pairwise inverse stru tures, like
ab ... ba, whi h in turn derives from the PSG rule s hema of ontext-free languages, e.g.
S → aSb. In PSG, anything that is not pairwise inverse is at least ontext-sensitive.
In omparison, let us illustrate the general format of LAG with the denition for ak bk .
0.1

LAG for

ontext-free

ak bk

LX =def {[a (a)℄, [b (b)℄}
STS =def {[(a) {r1 , r2 }℄}
r1 : (X) (a) ⇒ (aX) {r1 , r2 }
r2 : (aX) (b) ⇒ (X) {r2 }
STF =def {[ε rp2 ℄}.
LX spe ies the lexi on of the language, where by a word, e.g. [a (a)℄, is dened as an
ordered pair of a surfa e, here a, and a ategory, here (a). The start state STS spe ies the
kind of rst word a derivation an start with, here in terms of the ategory (a), and the rules
whi h an be used to add the next word, here the rule pa kage {r1 , r2 }. The rules onsist of a
rule name, e.g. r1 , a pattern for the senten e start, e.g. (X), a pattern for the next word, e.g.
(a), a pattern for the resulting senten e start, e.g. (aX), and a rule pa kage. The nal state
STF spe ies the ategory of the result, here empty ategory, and the rule whi h applied last,
represented by its rule pa kage.
In ontext-free ak bk , the LAG olle ts the a's in the ategory (rule r1 ), and then substra ts
for ea h b in the input an a in the ategory. In ontext-sensitive ak bk k the pro edure is
similar, ex ept that for ea h a subtra ted at the beginning of the ategory, a b is added at its
end, thus re y ling the a's as b's to ensure that an equal number of 's follows in the input.
0.2

LAG for

ontext-sensitive

ak bk

k

LX =def {[a (a)℄, [b (b)℄, [ ( )℄}
STS =def {[(a) {r1 , r2 }℄}
r1 : (X) (a) ⇒ (aX) {r1 , r2}
r2 : (aX) (b) ⇒ (Xb) {r2 , r3}
r3 : (bX) ( ) ⇒ (X) {r3 }
STF =def {[ε rp3 ℄}.
Note that additional languages like ak bk k dk ... may be easily dened by extending the LAG
0.2. Also, LAG parses ai! , whi h is not even an index language, in linear time.
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